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After 6 years as vicedirector, I took over the position of
director of IRI in September 2014. I succeeded Prof.
Alberto Sanfeliu, whose term as director was highlighted
by the inception of IRI as a Joint University Research
Center, the strengthening and consolidation of our four
research lines, and singular success in the consecution
of EU research funds through competitive calls for the
support of the institute’s research initiatives.

Juan Andrade
Director
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In 2013 we analyzed the institute’s activities and came
up with a new Strategic Plan for the period 2014-2017.
The research objectives outlined in such plan are to
perform high-quality research in the analysis, design
and construction of robot mechanisms; perceptual
and cognitive tools for advanced manipulation; mobile
robotics and ubiquitous computing to enhance everyday
human life activity; as well as on the control and management of energy and water systems. In this regard,
we are proud of the scientific achievements obtained in
the period 2013-2014. We published 71 indexed journal
papers, 58% of them in journals located in the first
quartile of their disciplines, and a 25% increase from the
previous period in the total number of journal papers.
Among these publications, we celebrate 7 articles in the
highest-ranked journal in the robotics subject category,
the IEEE Transactions on Robotics, and one in the
highest-ranked journal in the engineering manufacturing category, the IEEE-ASME Transactions on Mechatronics. The period also gave birth to 11 new doctors,
three of them, Oriol Bohigas, Carlos Rosales, and Anaís
Garrell, received the first, second, and third place for the
2013 Best Robotics PhD in Spain prize awarded by the
Robotics Theme Group of the Spanish Committee on
Automation of the International Federation on Automatic Control.

Research highlights during this two-year period include
Oriol’s thesis and derived publications on the numerical
simulation and avoidance of singularities of robotic
manipulators; the work on path planning and grasp
optimization under constraints; the development of
first-in-Europe free-flying manipulators; contributions
to the automation of freight transportation in ports
and terminals; robot learning by demonstration, and its
application in social robotic contexts; computer vision
methods for robust pose estimation in rigid and nonrigid scenes; the control of temperature and hydrogen
purge effects on proton exchange membrane fuel cells;
and the application of predictive control strategies for
the management of complex networks.

This period has also seen a strengthening of ties with a
number of organizations with complementary interests.
We have signed agreements with various companies,
government agencies, and other research groups, for
collaborative work on sustained mobility, and for collaborative work on energy research.

This was possible thanks to the effort of our scientists
and of their group leaders that not only produce the best
quality research results, but also secure competitive research funds to defray them. This period we have run 35
projects with a total budget nearing 6M€, 67% of which
comes from EU competitive calls.

As far as visibility and internationalization is concerned, we are in excellent shape. During this period we
participated in 10 different European project consortia;
organized two international conferences; held over 50
sessions of our research seminar series, with 18 talks
delivered by international scientists; and continued the
exchange of students and postdocs with other centers.
This positions IRI among the best known research centers in our field from Spain.

Aside from basic research, in 2013-2014 the Institute
delivered technology solutions on energy routing software for the company Sitel, and for the optimal positioning of movable solar cell systems for the company
Rawlemon. We collaborated with Sadako Technologies
for the autonomous recovery of PET plastic in waste recycling plants, and with Mediapro with a solution for the
autonomous calibration of multiple camera systems,
and its integration in their production software of audio
visual content for sports events. Moreover, together
with Agbar, Clabsa, and other groups at UPC, through
Cetaqua, we promoted the development of innovative
solutions for integral water cycle management..

The Strategic Plan considers the recruitment and stability of new talent, and in the period 2013-2014 we hired
5 new postdocs, one of them as a Ramón y Cajal Fellow.
Unfortunately, we have not seen our permanent staff
increase in size since the start of the recession in 2009.
We are working with our mother institutions to change
that trend.

I am positive that, with such positioning and the continued effort of IRI’s scientists and staff, we will continue
our path to success in our research objectives for the
years to come.
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1. OVERVIEW
The Institut de Robòtica i Informàtica Industrial
is a Joint University Research Institute of the
Spanish Council for Scientific Research (CSIC) and
the Technical University of Catalonia (UPC).
The Institute has three main objectives:
(1) to promote fundamental research in robotics
and applied informatics;
(2) to cooperate with the community in industrial
technological projects and
(3) to offer scientific education through graduate
courses.

ADDRESS:
Parc Tecnològic de Barcelona,
C/ Llorens i Artigas 4-6. 08028 Barcelona, Spain

It was created in November 1995 and is located in
the Parc Tecnològic de Barcelona, in the Faculty of
Mathematics and Statistics building in the South
Campus of UPC in Barcelona, Spain.

ORGANIZATION
DIRECTOR
Juan Andrade
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DEPARTMENT HEAD:

DEPUTY DIRECTOR
Carlos Ocampo

RESEARCH LINE LEADERS:
MOBILE ROBOTICS:
Alberto Sanfeliu

PERCEPTION AND MANIPULATION:
Carme Torras

GENERAL MANAGER
Ana Canales

KINEMATICS & ROBOT DESIGN:
Josep Maria Porta

AUTOMATIC CONTROL:
Maria Serra

Pablo Jiménez

REPRESENTATIVES:

PhD Members: Vicenç Puig
PhD Students: Àngel Santamaria
Support Personnel: Evili del Rio
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In the biennium 2013-2014, our center has
continued being a scientific leader in the fields of
robotics and automatic control in Spain. We have
seen significant strengthening in many aspects
such as scientific production and fundraising.

MEMBERS
IN THE STAFF
during 2014

defended in 2013/2014

4 8

Undergraduate and
Master Students

71

Journal Articles
Conferences

PhD
Students

Book and Book chapters

Services
Staff

2013

5
6

Technical Reports

2014

121

Support and
Technical Staff

Robots

see page 50

see page 59

total: 122 persons

STAFF
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PhD
THESES

in 2013/2014

Permanent Research Staff
and Postdocs

Our research staff published 204 scientific papers
in journals and conferences in the period 20132014, 26.7% more than in the previous two years.
Growth is appreciated not only in the quantity of
publications, but also in quality, increasing by 17%
the number of articles published in highly-ranked
journals.
Regarding the procurement of competitive funds
for research, we have signed 36 projects this
two-year period, nearly reaching 6 million Euros of
secured research funds.

SCIENTIFIC
PUBLICATIONS

2011

2012

PhD
Students

2013

2014

Undergraduate
and Master
Students

329,7
145,8
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European Projects
National Projects
Regional Projects

7

3

165,7

European Projects
National Projects

1328,4

Regional Projects

CSIC Projects

CSIC Projects

Tech. Transfer Projects

Tech. Transfer Projects

9

4018,5
see page 13

see page 13
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FACILITIES AND
SERVICES
SERVICES

LABORATORIES

Mechatronics Workshop

Barcelona Robot Laboratory

The Workshop provides support in the design, construction, and maintenance of electric, electronic, and
mechanical devices and prototypes for the research
projects carried out at IRI. Current rapid prototyping
equipment at the Workshop includes CNC machinery,
3D plastic printers and a electronic design workbench.

The Barcelona Robot Lab encompasses an outdoor
pedestrian area of 10.000 sq m., provided with 21
fixed cameras, a set of heterogeneous robots, full wifi
coverage, and partial GPS coverage. This laboratory
is used for urban pedestrian mobile robotics research
in national and European projects.

IT Services
The IRI IT service (IRITIC) is responsible for all the
computer and communications infrastructure of the
Institute, as well as user support. We have a small
data center properly suited with rack servers and communications devices.

Administration
The Institute has the support of an administrative service in charge of all accounting related to projects and
contracts as well as the management of the whole
Institute's human resources and outreach activities.

Mechatronics Workshop Staff:
Ferran Cortés, Patrick Grosch

IT Services Staff:

José Lázaro, Evili del Rio, José Luis Roncero

Administration Staff:

Ana Canales, Eduardo Ballesteros, Esther Expósito,
César González, Eva Llaveria

Laboratories Staff:
10

Miguel Allué, Sergi Hernández

Fuel Cell Control Laboratory
Its objective is the validation and testing of control
strategies of fuel cell based energy conversion systems. The facilities are equipped with a supervisor
system which monitors necessary safety conditions,
and five fuel cell test stations equipped with the
necessary sensors and actuators to operate in a safe
and automated way, as well as to modify the working
conditions that affect a fuel cell

Kinematics and Robot Design Laboratory

Mobile Robotics Laboratory

The Kinematics and Robot Design Laboratory was
created thanks to the financial support of the VALTEC
program of the Catalonian Government, co-financed
with FEDER funds. It was initially created to validate
the practical interest of our parallel robot designs,
but it has rapidly derived into an active lab where the
prototypes designed by the researchers of the Kinematics and Robot Design Group are implemented as
proofs of concept.

The Mobile Robotics Laboratory is an experimental
area primarily devoted to hands-on research with
mobile robot devices. The lab includes two service
robots for urban robotics research based on Segway
platforms, a 4-wheel rough outdoor mobile robot, a
fully automated electric vehicle, a six-legged LAURON-III walking robot, 3 Pioneer robots and a vast
number of sensors and cameras.

Perception and Manipulation Laboratory

Water-cycle Control Systems Laboratory

This lab is equipped with 2 workcells: one with 2
industrial manipulators and an XY positioner, and
the other with 2 WAM arms in a reconfigurable
arrangement. Additionally, researchers can find a 3
fingered hand, a Delta haptic interface, force sensors,
several conventional cameras, and high speed, high
resolution, and 3D cameras. The laboratory service
offers quick experimental setup, several standardized
software tools, and expertise in robot control and
perception algorithms.

The aim of this laboratory is to test and validate
modelling and control developments for dynamic
systems associated to the water cycle. Hence, it
provides platforms of pressure, flow and level processes, over which it is possible to implement real-time
advanced control strategies.
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2. RESEARCH
RESEARCH LINES
The Institute's research activities are organized
in four research lines: (1) Kinematics and Robot
Design, (2) Mobile Robotics, (3) Perception and
Manipulation and (4) Automatic Control.

Kinematics and
Robot Design

Three of them tackle various aspects of robotics
research, including indoor and outdoor humancentered human-safe robotics systems, and
the design and construction of novel robotic
mechanisms. Efforts in the fourth line are aimed
at research on modeling, supervision and control
on energy systems and the water cycle.

Mobile
Robotics

RESEARCH PROJECTS

Perception and
Manipulation

IRI's research activities are funded primarily
by grants from the EU Research Framework
Programme and by competitive funds from the
Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiviness
through various research funding programs.
Other sources that support our research include
projects funded by the Government of Catalonia,
by our hosting institutions (CSIC and UPC), and
through technology transfer contracts.

12

page 14

page 20

page 28

Automatic
Control
page 36
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RESEARCH LINE:

KINEMATICS AND
ROBOT DESIGN

Group Leader:
Josep Maria Porta
Researchers:
Oriol Bohigas
Enric Celaya
Léonard Jaillet
Montserrat Manubens
Nicolás Rojas
Lluís Ros
Vicente Ruiz de Angulo
Federico Thomas
PhD Students:
Carlos Rosales
Aleix Rull
Support Staff:
Borja Elizalde

OVERVIEW
The Kinematics and Robot Design Group carries out
research on the design, construction, and motion
analysis of complex mechanisms and structures. In Robotics, these devices are parallel manipulators, multi-fingered hands, reconfigurable mechanisms, or cooperating
robots, to name a few, but they appear in other domains
too, as mechanistic models of locomotive organisms,
molecular compounds, or nano-structures.
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During the period 2013-2014, the efforts of the group
have covered a wide range of activities including the
development of fundamental theoretical methods, the
implementation of planning and control methods, and
the actual construction of original mechanisms to validate our contributions. Moreover, we established fruitful
collaborations with private companies and research
groups at a national and at an international level. Finally,
one of our PhD students obtained the award to the best
Spanish PhD thesis in Robotics in 2014 and another one
was third runner up.

The group seeks to extend the current knowledge on
complex articulated systems, and how the motions of
such systems can be planned, simulated, and controlled in an efficient and reliable way. Broadening such
knowledge is essential for the development of the increasingly-sophisticated devices of today's Robotics, which
must be designed to operate within prescribed workspaces, dexterously manipulating objects, and avoiding singular configurations and collisions with the environment
at all times. Our efforts focus on developing theories to
analyze the behavior of such systems, and on experimentation with physical constructions of the systems. The
group activity organizes around four principal lines: robot
design and construction, position analysis of multi-loop
linkages, motion planning and singularity analysis.

15

Kinematics and
Robot Design
> RESEARCH AREAS

Robot design and construction
The group designs and constructs innovative
mechatronic devices mainly based on parallel
architectures. Our developments in the last two
years include several original non-holonomic parallel
platforms, the hexaglide, a parallel robot intended for
3D printing large objects, a small cable-driven robot,
and an educational planar parallel device, which will
be used to demonstrate the basic concepts behind
our research.
Position analysis
The group develops techniques for linkage position
analysis, i.e., for computing all possible
configurations that a linkage can adopt, while
respecting the kinematic constraints imposed by its
joints. The problem finds applications to robotics,
structural biology and computer-aided design.
During the 2013-2014 period, the group contributed
with distance-geometry methods to simplify the
motion analysis of linkages, with novel grasping
methods, and with the development and distribution
of the CuikSuite, a general a software toolbox for the
kinematic analysis of general multibody systems.
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Singularity analysis
Robotic systems typically exhibit singularity subsets.
These are loci of configurations where problematic
losses of control or dexterity arise. They also reveal
the boundaries of the task and joint workspaces, and
all motion barriers that may be encountered in their
interior. The ability to compute these loci is thus
essential, not only to anticipate possible problems
during robot operation, but also to provide valuable
information to the robot designer. During the last
two years we developed the first methods being
able to characterize and isolate each one of the
singularity types for general manipulators. Moreover,
the group proposed a novel approach to compute
singularity-free paths on non-redundant closed-chain
manipulators of general architecture

Path planning
The group also develops methods for closed-chain
motion planning. In Robotics this problem appears,
for instance, in motion planning for parallel manipulators, in object manipulation with anthropomorphic
hands, in constraint-based object positioning, or in
surgery or humanoid robots. In all cases, a number
of loop-closure constraints give rise to a configuration space of a complex structure in which standard
algorithms for motion planning cannot be directly
applied. In the period 2013-2014 we developed novel
asymptotically-optimal planning algorithms for such
configuration spaces and applied them to robotics
and to biochemistry, determining low-energy paths
between different molecular conformations.
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Kinematics and
Robot Design
> RESEARCH PROJECTS

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Lluís Ros
PERIOD
Jan11-Dec13
BUDGET
91 000 €
TYPE
National Project

CUIK++

PROSURF

An extension of branch-and-prune techniques for motion
analysis and synthesis of complex robotic systems

Superficies programables

The main goal of this project was to provide
general and complete algorithms for singularity
analysis, workspace determination, and dimensional
synthesis on multi-body systems of general
structure. This was done by complementing the
results of the preceding CUIK+ project with new
techniques for critical set computation, higherdimensional continuation, and randomized
exploration.
The project also implemented these algorithms
efficiently into a new software platform able to
perform integral motion analysis and synthesis of
complex multi-body systems. In order to obtain
solutions in practical times even for complex
problems, the platform was enabled to run on multiprocessor machines, and to exploit the possibility
of distributing the operations on highly-parallel
processing units.
This project also demonstrated the usefulness of
the platform on complex problems of robotics, such
as grasp synthesis for anthropomorphic hands.

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Federico Thomas
PERIOD
Dec11-Jun13
BUDGET
52 000 €
TYPE
National Project

SICOSOL
Sistemas de Seguimiento y Concentración de Energía Solar
PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Enric Celaya
PERIOD
Jun14-Dec14
BUDGET
12 000 €
TYPE
Tech. Transfer
Project
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The objective of this project was to design of
surfaces that can morph into different shapes
on command. The key of our approach was the
mathematical treatment of the unit-to-whole and
inverse whole-to-unit relation. We are interested on
how to efficiently extend the properties of individual
cells and neighboring relations to the global motion
of a complex surface; and inversely, how to map
global surface properties to candidate unit cells.
Programmable surfaces could be used for
deployable architectural and space systems,
morphing power elements such as aircraft wings,
turbine blades or solar panel arrays, and biomimetic
robotics.

This project developed devices for the use of
photovoltaic solar energy. To this end, a spherical
lens that concentrates sunlight onto a small-sized
photovoltaic cell is used. The position of this cell
must be adjusted according to the position of the
sun at all times. The main objective of the project
was the design and implementation of the control of
a system with two degrees of freedom able to place
the photovoltaic cell in a proper position depending
on the day, time, and geographical coordinates.
For optimal utilization of sunlight, the position of
the cell is centered at the point of maximum light
concentration using information provided by light
sensors.

CUIK-IT

Un sistema modular para el análisis cinemático y la
construcción de manipuladores planares
PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Montserrat Manubens
PERIOD
Jan12-Jun14
BUDGET
15 000 €
TYPE
CSIC Project

The goal of this project was to build a flexible
toolbox for motion analysis and construction of
planar manipulators. Planar manipulators are
selected to this end because they allow for a more
visual interpretation of the motion capabilities
when compared to their spatial counterparts, yet
still retaining the variety of complex kinematic
phenomena that may be encountered in practice.
In order to fully illustrate all these phenomena,
the project exploited previous experience gained
during the VALTEC and CUIK++ projects, to design
and manufacture a set of basic pieces that can be
assembled to form different manipulators of this
kind, as well as an associated software platform
able to perform a full analysis of their workspace
boundaries, singularities, and to plan singularity-free
transitions between given configurations.
Therefore, this toolbox can be a highly useful tool
to support both the teaching of robot kinematics
principles at the university level, and the empirical
demonstration of advanced scientific results.
The resulting toolbox is offered to the scientific
community, thus helping to disseminate the
knowledge of the proposing group, as well as to
increase its international visibility.
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RESEARCH LINE:

MOBILE
ROBOTICS

Group Leader:
Alberto Sanfeliu
Researchers:
René Alquézar
Juan Andrade
Andreu Corominas
Anaís Garrell
Joan Solà
Michael Villamizar
Support Staff:
Fernando Herrero
Martí Morta
Ana Puig-Pey

PhD Students:
Adrián Amor
Diego Escudero
Gonzalo Ferrer
Alex Goldhoorn
Edmundo Guerra
Agustín Ortega
Adrián Peñate
Eloy Retamino
Àngel Santamaria
Eduard Serradell
Ernesto Teniente
Eduard Trulls
Rafael Valencia
Joan Vallvé
Víctor Vaquero

Robots: Tibi, Dabo, Teo, Kinton, IRICar, ...

OVERVIEW
The research activities of the Mobile Robotics line are
aimed to endow mobile robots and ubiquitous computing
devices the necessary skills to aid humans in everyday
life activities. These skills range from pure perceptual activities such as tracking, recognition or situation awareness, to motion skills, such as localization, mapping,
autonomous navigation, path planning or exploration.
During the period 2013-2014 the group concentrated
efforts in four different topics. First, we are working in
perception and control subsystems for aerial manipulation, fruit of our participation in the EU ARCAS project.
Secondly, we are developing solutions for robust localization, mapping and navigation of large autonomous cargo
handling systems in ports and terminals. Our localization
and mapping solutions are being implemented in large
AGVs from the company VDL, and in automated Volvo
trailer trucks, all in the context of the EU Cargo-ANTs
project. Thirdly, we continued our research on social
20

robotics, i.e., mobile robots that move safely and robustly
alongside humans in pedestrian areas. And lastly, we
have participated this period in the organization of a
public-driven technology innovation instrument funded
by the EU, identifying concrete real societal needs and
the robotic technologies to solve them.
The years to follow present significant challenges to this
research line. The group has already secured funds to
continue their work on aerial manipulation research, on
social robotics, and on robust outdoor localization, mapping and navigation.

21

Mobile
Robotics
> RESEARCH AREAS

Urban service robotics
The group focuses on the design and development
of service mobile robots for human assistance and
human robot interaction. This includes research
on novel hardware and software solutions to urban
robotic services such as surveillance, exploration,
cleaning, transportation, human tracking, human
assistance and human guiding.
Social robotics
The group’s work on social robotics has an emphasis
in human robot interaction and collaboration, developing new techniques to predict and learn human
behavior, human-robot task collaboration, and the
generation of emphatic robot behaviors using all
types of sensors, computer vision techniques and
cognitive systems technologies.
Robot localization and robot navigation
This research area tackles the creation of robust
single and cooperative, indoor and outdoor robot
localization solutions, using multiple sensor modalities such as GPS, computer vision and laser range
finding, INS sensors and raw odometry. The area
also seeks methods and algorithms for autonomous
robot navigation, and robot formation; and the application of these methods on a variety of indoor and
outdoor mobile robot platforms.

22

SLAM and robot exploration
We develop solutions for indoor and outdoor
simultaneous localization and mapping using
computer vision and three-dimensional range
sensing using Bayesian estimation. The research
includes the development of new filtering and
smoothing algorithms that limit the load of maps
using information theoretic measures; as well as the
design and construction of novel sensors for outdoor
mapping. This research area also studies methods
for autonomous robotic exploration.

Object recognition
The group also performs research on object detection and object recognition in computer vision.
Current research is heavily based on boosting, deep
learning and other machine learning methodologies
that make extensive use of multiple view geometry.
We also study the development of unique feature
and scene descriptors, invariant to changes in illumination, cast shadows, or deformations.

Tracking in computer vision
We study the development of robust algorithms
for the detection and tracking of human activities
in indoor and outdoor areas, with applications to
service robotics, surveillance, and human-robot
interaction. This includes the development of fixed/
moving single camera tracking algorithms as well as
detection and tracking methods over large camera
networks.
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Mobile
Robotics
> RESEARCH PROJECTS

LEADER
FOR IRI
Alberto Sanfeliu
PERIOD
Oct13-Sep18
IRI BUDGET
941 255 €

(Total 19.75 M€)

TYPE
European Project

ECHORD++

CARGO-ANTS

ARCAS

European Clearing House for Open Robotics
Development Plus Plus

Cargo handling by Automated Next generation
Transportation Systems for ports and terminals

Aerial robotics cooperative assembly system

The European Commission has funded ECHORD++,
a 5-year project (2013-2018), which aims at
strengthening the cooperation between public
bodies, scientific research, and industry in robotics.
The IRI is leading the ECHORD++ PDTI instrument
in Urban Robotics that wants to bridge the technical
innovation through public demand "identifying the
cities and citizens needs and selecting the tailormade high-quality robotic technology to close the
gap between demand and supply".
The first phase - Activities for public demand
knowledge - has finalized with the selection of the
Urban Challenge “To mechanize sewer inspections
in order to reduce the labour risks, objectify sewer
inspections and optimize sewer cleaning expenses”
of the City of Barcelona.
In January of 2015, the call for RTD proposals will
be launched and IRI will manage the development
of the Solutions Design, Prototypes and Small
Scale series of the selected proposals arriving to
innovative pre-commercial robotic products at the
end of 2018.

LEADER
FOR IRI
Juan Andrade
PERIOD
Sep13-Aug16
IRI BUDGET
333 215 €

(Total 4.7 M€)

TYPE
European Project

Cargo-ANTs aims to create smart Automated
Guided Vehicles (AGVs) and Automated Trucks
(ATs) that can co-operate in shared workspaces
for efficient and safe freight transportation in main
ports and freight terminals. The specific objectives
are:
-1. Increase performance and throughput of freight
transportation in main ports and freight terminals
and maintain a high level of safety.
-2. Develop an automated shared work yard for
smart AGVs and ATs.
-3. Develop and demonstrate a robust gridindependent positioning system and an
environmental perception system that oversees
safety of operations.
-4. Develop and demonstrate planning, decision,
control and safety strategies for Automated Next
generation Transportation systems (ANTs), i.e.
smart AGVs and ATs.

LEADER
FOR IRI
Alberto Sanfeliu
PERIOD
Nov11-Oct15
IRI BUDGET
767 177 €

(Total 6.15 M€)

TYPE
European Project

The ARCAS project proposes the development and
experimental validation of the first cooperative
free-flying robot system for assembly and structure
construction. The project will pave the way for a
large number of applications including the building
of platforms for evacuation of people or landing
aircrafts, the inspection and maintenance of facilities
and the construction of structures in inaccessible
sites and in the space.
The detailed scientific and technological objectives
are: new methods for motion control of a freeflying robot with mounted manipulator in contact
with a grasped object as well as for coordinated
control of multiple cooperating flying robots with
manipulators in contact with the same object; new
flying robot perception methods to model, identify
and recognize the scenario and to be used for the
guidance in the assembly operation; new methods
for the cooperative assembly planning and structure
construction by means of multiple flying robots
with application to inspection and maintenance
activities; and strategies for operator assistance in
manipulation tasks involving multiple cooperating
flying robots the possibility of distributing the
operations on highly-parallel processing units. A final
goal is to demonstrate the usefulness of the platform
on complex problems of Robotics, such as grasp

CEEDS
An extension of branch-and-prune techniques for motion
analysis and synthesis of complex robotic systems
LEADER
FOR IRI
Alberto Sanfeliu
PERIOD
Sep10-Feb15
IRI BUDGET
419000 €

(Total 6.5 M€)

TYPE
European Project

The Collective Experience of Empathic Data Systems
(CEEDS) consortium advances a novel integrated
technology that supports the experiencing, analyzing
and understanding of massive datasets. A key axiom
of CEEDS is that discovery is the identification of
patterns in complex data sets by the human brain. It
is these implicit information processing capabilities
that CEEDS seeks to exploit.
The implicit cues, as measured through novel sensing
systems, including bio-signals and non-verbal
behaviour form the core information based on which
the CEEDS system will process data and present
them to the user(s).
Confluence is achieved firstly, through immersion
of the user in synthetic reality spaces, that allow to
explore complex data spaces following narrative
structures of varying spatio-temporal complexity,
and secondly, through an unobtrusive multi-modal
wearable technology that will provide an assessment
of the behavioural, physiological and mental states of
the user.

synthesis for anthropomorphic hands.
24
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Mobile
Robotics
> RESEARCH PROJECTS

Interacción, aprendizaje y cooperación robot-humano
en áreas urbanas

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Alberto Sanfeliu
PERIOD
Jan14-Dec16
BUDGET
147 620 €
TYPE
National Project

In a near future, social robots will help humans in
everyday tasks and they will interact and cooperate
with humans in dynamic indoor or outdoor
environments. We will find these types of robots in
urban areas, building and private houses.
The main goal of this project is to advance in
the design of mobile and flying robots that can
interact, learn and cooperate with people for urban
tasks, adapting themselves to the environment
and changing conditions. Specifically we propose
to develop new perception techniques for robots
based on learning and adaptation, to incorporate
visual-servoing techniques for the interaction
between humans-robots, to explore new interaction
techniques between mobile-aerial robots with
humans and to develop new cooperation techniques
which facilitate the execution of urban tasks in
for example, coordinate navigation, environment
exploration or search for objects or persons in an
urban site.

Robot-human cooperation in
urban areas

Perception and action in robotics problems with
large state spaces
PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Juan Andrade
PERIOD
Jan12-Dec14
BUDGET
193 600 €
TYPE
National Project

The project goal is to contribute to the theoretical
foundations of computational models of perception
and action and their application to the solution
of challenging robotics problems with large state
spaces. The majority of the methods studied in
this project have as pillars Bayesian estimation on
one side, and geometrical models in robotics and
computer vision on the other.

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Alberto Sanfeliu
PERIOD
Jan11-Dec13
BUDGET
348 480 €
TYPE
National Project

Scientific contributions for PAU+ include efficient
online probabilistic inference algorithms on
graphical models with applications to SLAM and for
rigid shape estimation; their extension to non-rigid
object reconstruction and pose estimation using
both geometric and appearance constraints; as well
as robust pose estimation for uncalibrated vision
systems.

VAVAT
Visión autónoma para vehículos aéreos no tripulados
PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Juan Andrade
PERIOD
Sep12-Aug15
BUDGET
100 000 €
TYPE
CSIC Project
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RobTaskCoop

PAU+

Robot-Int-Coop

In this project we developed guiding strategies
for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for the
cooperative building of structures. This required
the use of computer vision techniques for the
detection, identification, and tracking of the
structure elements. The detection and identification
tasks are necessary for the localization of objects
and to determine grasping and assembly poses.
Experiments were performed both in indoor and
outdoor settings where illumination, wind, and other
enviromental factors cannot be predicted.

The general objective of this project was to design
new techniques of cooperation between robots and
human beings for tasks in urban environments,
using the information obtained from the robot
and environment perception systems. Specifically
we developed new techniques: in localization
and navigation in dense urban areas; robot and
environment perception (human action detection
and tracking) where illuminant conditions can
change; learning and adaptation of robot-human
interaction; and designing new models for robothuman task cooperation (for example in guiding
people).

COLAROB
Colaboración hombre-robot en tareas de manipulación,
navegación y exploración
PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Alberto Sanfeliu
PERIOD
Apr13-Mar15
BUDGET
100 000 €
TYPE
CSIC Project

The COLAROB project tackled the integration of
software and hardware subsystems in the robotic platforms at IRI to provide support to the EU
projects IntellAct and Cargo-ANTs. In particular, we
adapted the backdrivable robotic WAM arm to the
mobile outdoor platform TEO for the manipulation
of deformable objects, and adapted the 3D Velodyne
sensor and migrated the PoseSLAM software to the
ROS programming environment for their use with
IRI's electric vehicle.
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RESEARCH LINE:

PERCEPTION AND
MANIPULATION

Group Leader:
Carme Torras
Researchers:
Maria Alberich
Guillem Alenyà
Babette Dellen
Aleksandar Jevtić
Pablo Jiménez
Francesc Moreno
Arnau Ramisa
Ricardo Téllez

PhD Students:
Adrià Colomé
Sergi Foix
Farzad Husain
David Martínez
Leonel Rozo
Edgar Simó
Eduard Trulls
Support Staff:
Alberto Ezquerro
Toni Gabás
Nàdia Tolós
Robots:
Zyonz, Estirabot, ...

OVERVIEW
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Research of this line focuses on enhancing the perception, learning, and planning capabilities of robots to achieve higher degrees of autonomy and user-friendliness
during everyday manipulation tasks in domestic, service
and industrial environments.

ching the robot to accomplish tasks requiring planning
through rule learning; and computer vision and machine
learning for the recognition of objects, object classes,
and object-action pairs. This includes the use of NLP
theory and deep learning convolutional neural networks.

Some topics addressed are the geometric interpretation
of perceptual information, construction of 3D object
models, action selection and planning, reinforcement
learning, and teaching by demonstration

During the 2013-2014 period, the group centered efforts
in devising active vision systems for the sensing and
control of plant growth within the EU project GARNICS,
new mechanisms to teach cognitive robots manipulation
skills in the IntellAct EU project, and has recently started
a collaboration in the ERA-NET scheme for the semantic
annotation of large image datasets.

Domestic, service and industrial robotics require the easy
acquisition of 3D object models and user-friendly programming of manipulation tasks. Therefore, the efforts
of our group are oriented toward 3D active perception
combining several sensory modalities, such as color
vision, depth from time-of-flight, structured light, stereo,
and haptics; teaching manipulation skills to a robot under
a learning by demonstration approach, as well as tea-
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Learning by demonstration
We devise methods to learn object-action relations
to accomplish tasks at different levels of abstraction,
where object models are generated from visual and
depth information, and actions, involving manipulation skills, are learned from demonstrations provided
by a human using multimodal algorithms that combine vision and haptics.

Perception of rigid and non-rigid objects
Our objective is to investigate computer vision
algorithms for interpreting and understanding
scenes from images, with applications in robotics
and medical imaging. In particular, our activities are
concentrated on retrieving rigid and non-rigid shape,
motion and camera pose from single images and
video sequences.

Planning for perception and manipulation
We are interested in planning algorithms for object
modeling, with special interest in deformable objects.
High-level task formulations are integrated with
low-level geometry-based methods and simplified
physical models, as well as with an on-line sensorybased treatment of uncertainty so as to come up
with specific sequences of motion commands.
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LEADER
FOR IRI
Carme Torras
PERIOD
Mar10-Feb13
IRI BUDGET
477 000 €

(Total 2.87 M€)

TYPE
European Project

GARNICS

IntellAct

ViSen

Gardening with a cognitive system

Intelligent observation and execution of
actions and manipulations

Visual Sense, Tagging visual data with
semantic descriptions

The GARNICS project studied 3D sensing of plant
growth and created perceptual representations for
learning the links to actions of a robot gardener.
Plants are complex, self-changing systems with
increasing complexity over time. Actions performed
at plants (like watering), have strongly delayed
effects. Thus, monitoring and controlling plants
is a difficult perception-action problem requiring
advanced predictive cognitive properties, which
so far can only be provided by experienced human
gardeners. Sensing and control of a plant actual
properties, i.e. its phenotype, is relevant to e.g. seed
production and plant breeders.
We address plant sensing and control by
combining active vision with appropriate
perceptual representations, which are essential
for cognitive interactions. Core ingredients for
these representations are channel representations,
dynamic graphs and cause-effect couples (CECs).
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LEADER
FOR IRI
Carme Torras
PERIOD
Mar11-Feb14
IRI BUDGET
367 000 €

(Total 2.96 M€)

TYPE
European Project

IntellAct addressed the problem of understanding
and exploiting the meaning (semantics) of
manipulations in terms of objects, actions and
their consequences for reproducing human actions
with machines. It comprised three building blocks:
learning, monitoring and execution.
The analysis of low-level observation data for
semantic content (learning) and the synthesis
of concrete behavior (execution) constituted the
major scientific challenge of IntellAct. Based
on the semantic interpretation and description
and enhanced with low-level trajectory data for
grounding, two major application areas were
addressed by IntellAct: the monitoring of human
manipulations for correctness and the efficient
teaching of cognitive robots for manipulation.
To achieve these goals, IntellAct brings together
recent methods for (1) parsing scenes into spatiotemporal graphs and so called ‘semantic event
chains’, (2) probabilistic models of objects and their
manipulation, (3) probabilistic rule learning, and (4)
dynamic motion primitives for trainable and flexible
descriptions of robotic motor behavior.

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Francesc Moreno
PERIOD
Jul13-Jun16
BUDGET
130 000 €
TYPE
National Project

Today a typical Web document will contain a mix
of visual and textual content. Most traditional tools
for search and retrieval can successfully handle
textual content, but are not prepared to handle
hetereogeneous documents. The new type of
content demands the development of new efficient
tools for search and retrieval.
The visual sense project aims at mining
automatically the semantic content of visual data
to enable “machine reading” of images. In recent
years, we have witnessed significant advances in
the automatic recognition of visual concepts (VCR).
These advances allowed for the creation of systems
that can automatically generate keyword-based
image annotations. The goal of this project is to
move a step forward and predict semantic image
representations that can be used to generate more
informative sentence-based image annotations.
Thus, facilitating search and browsing of large
multimodal collections. More specifically, the
project targets three case studies, namely image
annotation, re-ranking for image search, and
automatic image illustration of articles.
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PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Carrme Torras
PERIOD
Jul11-Jun14
BUDGET
100 000 €
TYPE
CSIC Project

CINNOVA

MANIPlus

Modelos cinemáticos y técnicas de aprendizaje
para robots de estructura innovadora

Robotic manipulation of deformable objects

The two robot WAM arms in the Perception and
Manipulation laboratory can be placed in various
relative configurations, some away from the
standard anthropomorphic one, in order to improve
their manipulability for specific tasks.
In this project, their configuration was optimized
for tasks involving the manipulation of deformable
surfaces (clothing, paper, plant leaves), and
kinematic modeling, dynamic simulation, perception
and learning algorithms were developed for this
challenging setting.

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Carme Torras
PERIOD
Dec13-Nov16
BUDGET
150 000 €
TYPE
CSIC Project

While the manipulation of rigid objects has been
widely addressed in the robotics community, the
manipulation of deformable objects is an incipient
research field, on which the Perception and
Manipulation group has centered its activity.
In this project the algorithms developed for the
perception, learning and manipulation planning of
plant leaves (within the Garnics project) and clothing
(within the PAU+ project) are being integrated and
placed in a common framework, so as to turn them
into software infrastructure of the lab available to
future projects and contracts with industry.

Recyclearn

Developing technology to automatize
the waste recycling process
PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Francesc Moreno
PERIOD
Sep13-Aug14
BUDGET
10 200 €
TYPE
Tech. Transfer
Project

MVOD

PERIOD
Mar12-Mar14
BUDGET
10 000 €
TYPE
CSIC Project
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The measurement of object volumes is of large
importance in many sectors of industry, including
agriculture, transportation, production, and forestry.
In this project, we investigated the feasibility of
using low-cost depth-sensing devices such as the
Kinect camera for volume measurement of objects
of medium size, e.g., parcels and other domestic
objects, including the deformable objects. Using a
fixed set-up, depth data is acquired from different
view points and merged. Volumes are carved
using a volume intersection approach, which is
computationally simple, and, most importantly,
model-free.

This technology is based on the integration of
computer vision and machine learning algorithms
for fast waste classification and a robotic arm for
its manipulation and physical separation. The result
of this collaboration is expected to be exploited in
several recycling plants.

Automatic TV

Medición eficiente de volúmenes de objetos
deformables con cámaras rentables
PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Babette Dellen

The RecycLearn project is an industrial collaboration
with Sadako Technologies S.L., which aims at
developing technology to automate the waste
recycling process.

Automatic production of audiovisual content
in sport events
PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Francesc Moreno
PERIOD
Oct14-Mar15
BUDGET
28 800 €
TYPE
Tech. Transfer
Project

This project is an industrial collaboration with
Mediaproduction S.L.U., which aims at developing
an intelligent system for the automatic production
of audiovisual content, in sport events. The role of
the Institut de Robòtica in this project is to provide
consultancy and implement different computer
vision algorithms for multiple camera calibration and
image registration and to integrate them within the
Mediaproduction’s software.
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RESEARCH LINE:

AUTOMATIC
CONTROL

Group Leader:
Maria Serra
Researchers:
Joaquim Blesa
Gabriela Cembrano
Attila Husar
Cristian Kunusch
Carlos Ocampo
Vicenç Puig
Paul Puleston
Jordi Riera
Sebastián Tornil

PhD Students:
Julián Barreiro
Juan Manuel Grosso
Valeria Javalera
Bernat Joseph
Julio Alberto Luna
Mauricio Primucci
María L. Sarmiento
Stephan Strahl
Congcong Sun
Feng Xu
Support Staff:
Tom Creemers
Vicente Roda
Maite Urrea

OVERVIEW
The main objectives of the research developed by
this line are to contribute in the development of new
methodologies of modeling, supervision and control of
complex and large-scale systems; to improve the efficiency of industrial processes, specially in the fields of
water and energy; to implement these methodologies
and designs in real systems; and to train research staff
and students in the field of automatic control.
The group’s general scientific objective is the advancement in the field of modeling, supervision and control of
complex and large scale systems, including nonlinearities and uncertainty with the aim to improve efficiency,
reliability and sustainability of processes and systems.
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The most relevant application fields, for which the group
has acquired recognised expertise are: systems in the
water cycle (water resources management, water distribution, urban drainage) and energy systems (fuel cells,
hydrogen-based energy systems, energy generation for

autonomous mobile systems, power distribution management).
During the period 2013-2014, the group commenced its
participation in two EU projects, one dealing with the
monitoring and control of drinking water networks with
demonstrations in the Barcelona and Lemesos networks,
and the second one dealing with the modeling of proton
exchange membrane fuel cells for the automotive industry.
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Modeling, supervision and control of
large-scale systems
The study of large-scale systems requires new
methodologies for modeling, supervision and
control. The main research issues of the group
within this topic include structural analysis,
decentralized hierarchical and/or distributed
control using Model Optimal/Predictive Control,
real-time fault detection and isolation, fault-tolerant control, optimization in resource allocation
and optimal management of resource flows.
Application fields: water and gas distribution
networks, water abduction and transport, power
grids, hybrid autonomous generation systems
based on fuel cell and petrochemical plants.

Modeling, diagnosis and control of complex multidomain systems
The development of control-oriented models and the
design of advanced controllers for complex dynamic
systems where phenomena of different nature are
interrelated is another fundamental research topic of
the group, where the experimental work and the real
implementation is a fundamental aspect. It includes
distributed and lumped parameter control-oriented
modeling, experimental characterization techniques,
identification, diagnosis, design of observers, sliding
mode control, robust control and predictive control.
Application fields: polymeric exchange membrane
fuel cells, power generation systems and ethanol
reformers for hydrogen production.

Control-oriented system design for
efficient operation
Efficiency, reliability and sustainability of processes
and systems depend on different design aspects
which are also addressed by the group researchers.
This includes topology selection or reconfiguration, sizing of components, structural analysis, and
sensor and actuator location. Application fields:
water networks, electrical grids, autonomous power
generation systems and robotics.
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EFFINET

PUMA MIND

Efficient integrated real-time monitoring and
control of drinking water networks
LEADER
FOR IRI
Gabriela Cembrano
PERIOD
Oct12-Sep15
IRI BUDGET
273 534 €

(Total 2.19 M€)

TYPE
European Project
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Drinking water utilities in urban areas are facing new
challenges in their real-time operation because of
limited water resources, intensive energy requirements, a growing population, a costly and ageing
infrastructure, increasingly stringent regulations,
and increased attention towards the environmental
impact of water use. Such challenges force water
managers to monitor and control not only water
supply and distribution, but also consumer demand.
This project proposes a novel integrated water
resource management system based on advanced
ICT technologies of automation and telecommunications for largely improving the efficiency of
drinking water networks in terms of water use,
energy consumption, water loss minimization, and
water quality guarantees. Two real-life pilot demonstrations in Barcelona (Spain) and Lemesos (Cyprus),
respectively, will prove the general applicability
of the proposed integrated ICT solution and its
effectiveness in the management of drinking water
networks, with considerable savings of electricity
costs and reduced water loss while ensuring the
high European standards of water quality to citizens.

ECOCIS

Analysis and design of distributed optimal control strategies applied to large-scale water systems management

Physical bottom up multiscale modelling for automotive
PEMFC innovative performance and durability optimization
LEADER
FOR IRI
Jordi Riera
PERIOD
Dec12-Dec15
IRI BUDGET
273 495 €

(Total 2.29 M€)

TYPE
European Project

Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs)
are complex nonlinear systems. In order to improve
their durability, efficiency and to decrease the cost,
time of development, design of new diagnostic tools
is crucial. Powerful mathematical models of the
dynamic behaviour of PEMFCs are necessary for the
design and improvement of diagnostic tools.
This project will enhance the understanding of
interaction, competitions and synergies among the
mechanisms at multiple scales and lead to the development of robust dynamic macroscopic models for
control-command purposes with predictive capabilities. The novel mathematical models developed
will be tested by an experimental work, in order to
ensure the applicability on commercial attainable
components and catalysts. The most suitable
catalysts for the MEA manufacturing technology
will be used for these experiments. The implementation of the developed models on the mentioned
above catalysts might allow a significant impact,
and might also contribute to the most promising
solutions based on current EU industrial available
components. Operation conditions and control
strategies to enhance the durability of automotive
PEMFC will be derived on the basis of the multiscale
modeling approach proposed by PUMA MIND.

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Gabriela Cembrano
PERIOD
Jan14-Dec16

BUDGET
158 510 €
TYPE
National Project

ECOCIS is a coordinated project of IRI with the
University of Seville and CETAQUA, which aims
to develop automatic control solutions for critical
infrastructure systems (CIS) such as water, gas or
electricity supply networks. Specifically, the project
develops techniques of structural analysis, fault
diagnosis and economic predictive control for
efficient, economic and reliable operation of CIS.
The project solutions will be validated in problems
proposed by the companies: Aigües de Barcelona,
CEPSA, Gaz de France and Emasesa.

MESPEM
Desarrollo de sistemas de control para la mejora de la
eficiencia y la vida útil en sistemas basados en pilas de
combustible PEM
PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Maria Serra
PERIOD
Jan12-Dec14
BUDGET
130 680 €
TYPE
National Project

The MESPEM project was focused on the automatic
control of systems based on Polymer Electrolyte
Membrane (PEM) fuel cells. The project made innovative contributions to control oriented and distributed modelling, dynamic observation, diagnosis and
nonlinear control of PEM fuel cells. The project also
addressed the control of open cathode and high
temperature PEM fuel cells as well as the control of
low temperature ethanol reformers for the production of hydrogen; and considered the integration of
PEM fuel cells in hybrid power generation systems
and the supervisory control strategies necessary for
the power management in such systems.
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IRI-CETAQUA

SITEL

Promotion and supervision of research projects related to
efficiency in water networks
PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Gabriela Cembrano
PERIOD
Jun07-Jun15
BUDGET
360 000 €
TYPE
Tech. Transfer
Project

This collaborative project between IRI and CETaqua, a research center created in 2006 and cofounded by CSIC, UPC and Agbar; seeks to develop
applied research projects with the water industry.
IRI-CETAQUA is focused on the use of automatic
control techniques to improve the efficiency in
water systems, including water resource management, drinking water networks, urban drainage and
treatment plants.

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Jordi Riera
PERIOD
Feb13-May13
BUDGET
17 901 €
TYPE
Tech. Tranfer
Project

RCT1201
PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Vicenç Puig
PERIOD
May14-Jul15

BUDGET
6 750 €
TYPE
Tech. Transfer
Project
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ACRES

R+D consistents en el desenvolupament d'una "Llibreria de càlcul de repartiment de càrregues elèctriques en tecnologia.NET"

As part of the CRISÁLIDA project, the Java prototype ELISSA was developed, including a load flow
module for medium voltage networks. The company
needed to include an outage simulator into its product catalogue presenting data requested by client
utility companies. This required a module similar
to ELISSA, but allowing seamless use as a library
from a MS .NET –based commercial product. The
C# library takes a network of branches and nodes
(including substations, generators and consumers)
and computes all currents and voltages, taking into
account real-time measurements at intermediate
points.

Ph2-Optimal and predictive RTC module
interfaced to SWIP

MACPERCON

This project addresses the global control of
sewer networks using a predictive optimal control
approach. The sewer network is modelled using
a conceptual modelling approach based on
decomposing the network in catchments and
representing them as virtual tanks. This conceptual modelling approach allows real-time model
calibration and control of the sewer network. The
global control problem of sewer network is solved
using an optimal/predictive control algorithm.
The global control results obtained using this
predictive optimal control scheme will be compared with those obtained using current local control
system.

Enhanced management topologies based on unfalsified
control for PEM fuel cell performance improvement
PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Carlos Ocampo
PERIOD
Jan12-Dec13

BUDGET
11 100 €
TYPE
CSIC Project

MACPERCON explored the analysis, design and
implementaton of novel controllers, not used so far,
for highly complex systems such as fuel cells. The
particular strategy corresponds with the unfalsified
control, which is based on the idea of commutation
of controllers depending on a desired system performance. Additionally, it complemented the proposed
control design with other modern control strategies
such as model predictive control (MPC) as a possible scenario for future energy supply in Europe.

Advanced control of renewable energy generation systems
based on fuel cells/wind power
PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Jordi Riera
PERIOD
May12-May13
BUDGET
116 852 €
TYPE
Marie Curie
Action (IIF)

The European Union is conscious about the fundamental problems arose from current energy policies,
based mainly on hydrocarbons, and has a firm commitment to encourage renewable energy technology
research.
The key aim of this project was the development
of advanced controllers capable to improve the
efficiency of fuel cells/wind power based DEGS.
They were implemented and tested in the ACES labs
in Barcelona. The results of this implementation
were used to assess the theoretical developments
and also provide a technology demonstrator to aid
technology transfer to industry.

ACOFC
Advanced controllers and observers development for fuel
cell based generation systems
PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Cristian Kunusch
PERIOD
Jun11-May13
BUDGET
50 000 €
TYPE
Marie Curie
Action (CIG)

The activities proposed in this project provided novel
and practical responses to the actual requirement
of efficiency and lifetime improvement of PEM fuel
cells based generation systems. Special efforts
were focused on obtaining innovative results in
the area of PEM fuel cell control oriented models,
dynamic estimation of states, new operational
variables and nonlinear control based methods on
higher order sliding modes. Considerable work with
new technologies of PEM fuel cells (such as high
temperature and open cathode fuel cells) was also
addressed, as well as activities in the area of fuel
cell integration into hybrid generation systems.
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REGIONAL RESEARCH
GROUP RECOGNITION

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Alberto Sanfeliu
PERIOD
(1) Sep09-Dec13
(2) Jan14-Dec16
BUDGET
(1) 48 800 €
(2) 50 000 €
TYPE
Regional Funds

SGR-VIS

SGR-ROBiri

SGR-SAC

Grup de recerca consolidat
Visió artificial i sistemes intel·ligents

Grup de recerca consolidat
Robòtica

Grup de recerca consolidat
Sistemes Avançats de Control

The Vision and Intelligent Systems Group (VIS)
carries out basic and applied research with the aim
of understanding and designing intelligent systems
that are capable of interacting with the real world in
an autonomous and wide-reaching manner. Such
intelligent systems must perceive, reason, plan, act
and learn from previous experiences. The group
works on the following topics: robust colour image
segmentation and labelling, pattern recognition,
viewpoint invariant object learning and recognition,
object tracking, face tracking, biometrics, processing and analysis of medical images for diagnosis, document analysis, mobile robot navigation,
simultaneous localisation and map building, visual
servoing, and human-computer interaction.

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Carme Torras
PERIOD
(1) Sep09-Dec13
(2) Jan14-Dec16
BUDGET
(1) 47 840 €
TYPE
Regional Funds

The IRI Robotics group is a group of long tradition
established in 1997. Starting in 2014, the group
concentrates its efforts in perception and manipulation tasks in service robotics. One objective of the
group is to improve the understanding of perceptual
information, and to build models of 3D objects in the
context of domestic and service robotics. Following
the approach of cognitive robotics, this group works
on planning and action selection, reinforcement
learning, and learning by demonstration.

PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Vicenç Puig
PERIOD
Jan14-Dec16

This group addresses the following areas: mining,
validation, correction and fusion of heterogeneous
data on cognitive information; diagnosis and tolerant control of systems and critical infrastructures;
prognosis and life monitoring systems; infrastructures and large systems optimal/predictive control.
Application fields of these areas are interdisciplinary
but share as a common axis the power generation
(fuel cells and wind turbines), resources efficient
management (water networks and acoustic applications) and systems complexity management (UAVs
and elevators). In addition, applications on critical
systems are considered.

SGR-KRD
Grup de recerca consolidat
Cinemàtica i Disseny de Robots
PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATOR
Josep Maria Porta
PERIOD
Jan14-Dec16
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The Research Consolidated Group on Kinematics
and Robot Design studies the behavior of articulated
mechanisms focussing on the planning, simulation,
and efficient and safe control of the motions of
such systems. All these aspects are essential in the
development of the increasingly complex robots
demanded by industry and research nowadays.
These robots have to be designed such that they
operate in pre-defined workspaces, need to dexterously manipulated objects, and must avoid singular
configurations and collisions with the environment
at any moment.
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UPCOMING H2020
RESEARCH PROJECTS

COORDINATOR
& IRI LEADER
Tom Creemers
PERIOD
Feb15-Jan18
IRI BUDGET
357 311 €

(Total 2.4 M€)

TYPE
European Project

HORIZON
2020

GRACeFUL

AEROARMS

Global systems Rapid Assessment tools
through Constraint FUnctional Languages

AErial RObotic system integrating multiple ARMS and advanced
manipulation capabilities for inspection and maintenance

We are working towards a universal language to
communicate about the dynamics of global systems and the complex decision making necessary
to produce good policy advice. Such formal domainspecific language will be employed by Rapid Assessment Tools that support a visual and participatory way of model building. The tools are to be used
in difficult situations that involve the participation of
different stakeholders in decision making and policy
design. Under the hood, Constraint Technology will
support active, goal-directed problem solving. As a
test case, the problem of Climate Resilient Urban
Design is being studied.

LEADER
FOR IRI
Alberto Sanfeliu
PERIOD
Jun15-May19
IRI BUDGET
563 881 €

(Total 4.72 M€)

TYPE
European Project

HORIZON
2020

AEROARMS proposes the development of the
first aerial robotic system with multiple arms and
advanced manipulation capabilities to be applied in
industrial inspection and maintenance.
Based on previous results, the project will develop
systems which are able to grab and dock with one
or more arms and perform dexterous accurate
manipulation with another arm for unmanned aerial
systems. The project will also develop helicopterbased aerial manipulators, with greater payload and
flight endurance, and with a dexterous arm to provide advanced manipulation capabilities by means of
force interactions and hand-eye coordination using
a movable camera with another light arm. Moreover,
we will produce new methods and technologies for
platforms which can fly and manipulate with the
coordinated motion of the arms addressing constrained scenarios in which it is dangerous to use
the helicopter and where it is not possible to grab to
perform inspection and maintenance operations.
The results of the project will be validated in two
scenarios: the installation and maintenance of
permanent NDT sensors on remote components;
and the deployment and maintenance of a mobile
robotic system permanently installed on a remote
structure.
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IRI RESEARCH
SEMINAR SERIES
Throughout the year, scientists who work with our research groups give invited lectures at our seminar series.
In addition, our researchers give also talks of their achievements prior to their presentations at international conferences or in preparation for their thesis defense.
16 January 2013
Nicola Rebagliati, Università Ca' Foscari di Venezia, Italy
Some Recent Results On Graph Matching Problems
31 January 2013
Adrián Peñate Sánchez, IRI
3D pose estimation in low quality
images
21 February 2013
Horst Bunke, Universität Bern, Switzeland
Bridging the Gap Between Structural
and Statistical Pattern Recognition
07 March 2013
Montserrat Manubens, IRI
Navigating the wrench-feasible Cspace of cable-driven hexapods
11 April 2013
Babette Dellen, IRI
Learning object-action relations from
observation with semantic event
chains
18 April 2013
Udo Frese, Universität Bremen,
Germany
[+|-manifolds and their use in estimation algorithms
25 April 2013
Adrià Colomé, IRI
External Force Estimation During
Compliant Robot Manipulation
02 May 2013
Àngel Santamaria, IRI
Uncalibrated Image-Based Visual
Servoing
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21 May 2013
Marcela Ricillo, Universidad de Buenos
Aires, Argentina
Innovations in Humanoid Robots 2013
30 May 2013
Alex Goldhoorn, IRI
Methods to play Hide-and-Seek as a
Mobile Robot
13 June 2013
Edgar Simo-Serra, IRI
A Joint Model for 2D and 3D Pose
Estimation from a Single Image
18 June 2013
Joan Solà, LAAS-CNRS, France
Rich and high dynamic pose estimation for naturally unstable robots
(visual-inertial sensor fusion)
20 June 2013
Montserrat Manubens, IRI
Motion planning for 6-D manipulation
with aerial towed-cable systems
26 June 2013
Pol Monsó, EPFL, Switzerland
Supervoxel-Based Segmentation of
Mitochondria in EM Image Stacks with
Learned Shape Features
09 October 2013
Francesco Tedesco, Università della
Calabria, Italy
Distributed Supervision Strategies for
Constrained Multi-agent Systems
10 October 2013
Arnau Ramisa, IRI
FINDDD: A Fast 3D Descriptor to
Characterize Textiles for Robot Manipulation

17 October 2013
Aleksandar Jevtić, Robosoft, France
3D vision as interaction modality for
mobile robots
22 October 2013
Horst Bunke, Universität Bern,
Switzerland
A quadratic time approximation of
graph edit distance
24 October 2013
Patrick Grosch, IRI
A Bilinear Formulation for the Motion
Planning of Non-Holonomic Parallel
Orienting Platforms
24 October 2013
Gonzalo Ferrer, IRI
Robot Companion: A SocialForce based approach with Human
Awareness-Navigation in Crowded
Environments
07 November 2013
Josep M. Porta, IRI
The Cuik Suite: Motion Analysis of
Closed-chain Multibody Systems
21 November 2013
Viorela Ila, Brno University of Technology, Czech Republic
Blocks Rock! Block Matrix Framework
for Nonlinear Least Squares
21 November 2013
Norihiro Hagita, ATR, Japan
Robotics and Robotics Services in
Smart Cities
04 December 2013
Bernat Joseph, IRI
Receding Horizon Control of Hybrid
Linear Delayed Systems: Application
to Sewer Networks
04 December 2013
Congcong Sun, IRI
Multi-layer Model Predictive Control
of Regional Water Networks: Application to the Catalunya Case Study
04 December 2013
Cristian Kunusch, IRI

Identification and observation in the
anode line of PEM fuel cell stacks

Dense Entropy Decrease Estimation
for Mobile Robot Exploration

04 December 2013
Cristian Kunusch, IRI
On the implementation of gain-scheduled LPV control for oxygen stoichiometry regulation in PEM fuel cells

22 May 2014
Adrián Amor, IRI
On-Board Real-Time Pose Estimation
for UAVs Using Deformable Visual
Contour Registration

04 December 2013
Feng Xu, IRI
Actuator-fault Detection and Isolation
based on Interval Observers and
Invariant Sets

11 June 2014
Dídac Recio, Polytechnique Montréal,
Canada
Modelling and Control of Microbial
Fuel Cells

06 February 2014
Eduard Trulls, IRI
Bottom-up segmentation for enhanced feature matching

17 June 2014
Carlos Rosales, University of Pisa,
Italy
Active Gathering of Friction Coefficient (dynamic) and Inertial Values
from Objects

13 February 2014
Jean Marc Montanier, NTNU, Norway
A proposition for the design and
control of swarm of robots
06 March 2014
Andreu Corominas, IRI
Inertial Measurent Units and their
Application to Mobile Robot Localization
08 May 2014
Sergi Foix, IRI
Coding leaf exploratory tasks under
3D occupancy-based models
15 May 2014
David Martínez, IRI
Active Learning of Manipulation
Sequences
15 May 2014
Gonzalo Ferrer, IRI
Behavior Estimation for a Complete
Framework for Human Motion Prediction in Crowded Environments
15 May 2014
Farzad Husain, IRI
Realtime Tracking and Grasping of a
Moving Object from Range Video
22 May 2014
Joan Vallvé, IRI

02 July 2014
Ricardo Sánchez Peña, Instituto
Tecnológico de Buenos Aires (ITBA),
Argentina
Automatic control for type-1 diabete
09 July 2014
Jeremy Wyatt, University of Birmingham, UK
Robots That Know What They Know
17 July 2014
Pablo García-Amorena, EPFL,
Switzerland
Testing Convolutional Neural Networks against hand-designing local
features for Image Segmentation

13 November 2014
Angel Santamaria, IRI
Task Priority Control for Aerial Manipulation
20 November 2014
Enric Celaya, IRI
Online EM with Weight-Based
Forgetting
03 December 2014
Julián Barreiro, IRI
Constrained Distributed Optimization
based on Population Dynamics
03 December 2014
Julián Barreiro, IRI
Distributed Control of Drinking Water
Networks using Population Dynamics: Barcelona Case Study
03 December 2014
Bernat Joseph, IRI
Output-Feedback Model Predictive
Control of Sewer Network through
Moving Horizon Estimation
04 December 2014
Adrián Peñate Sánchez, IRI
LETHA: Learning from High Quality
Inputs for 3D Pose Estimation in Low
Quality Images
18 December 2014
Vicenç Gomez, UPF
Towards Kullback-Leibler control for
robotics

22 July 2014
Federico Sukno, UPF
3D Facial Geometry and Dynamics
for Behavior Analysis
01 October 2014
Avi Ostfeld, Technion – Israel Institute of Technology, Israel
Analysis of Water Resource Systems
23 October 2014
Aleix Rull, IRI
On Generalized Dual Euler Angles
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3. PUBLICATIONS
IRI's scientific production is published in the top
journals of our fields of interest. This allows for
an adequate dissemination of our findings to the
scientific community.

EVOLUTION IN SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION:

EDITORIAL TASKS

Number of publications:
200

160

Moreover, our researchers present also their work
in the top conferences in our fields, thus promoting the exchange of ideas with our peers at other
research institutions and related companies.
The evolution of IRI's scientific production in
bibliometric terms has grown streadily for over a
decade, and continued to do so during this period.
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CONFERENCES
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2013
2014

OTHERS
(books, book chapters, tech. reports)

Journal Article quality*:

IRI members participate in the Editorial Board of
the following journals:
- IEEE Transactions on Robotics
- ASME Journal of Mechanisms and Robotics
- International Journal of Mechanics and Control
- Pattern Recognition Letters
- Int. Journal of Pattern Recognition and Artif.Int.
- Computer Vision and Image Understanding

CONFERENCE ORGANIZATION:
In 2013, our Institute organized two conferences:
- 6th International Workshop on Computational
Kinematics (CK2013) in May
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- 6th European Conference on Mobile Robots
(ECMR2013) in September
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NO ISI

* The quartiles Q1 to Q4 indicate the quality of a journal with
regards to its impact in a field, measured by the number of citations received. Source: ISI Journal Citation Report
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PUBLICATIONS
JOURNAL ARTICLES
2013

G. Alenyà, B. Dellen, S. Foix and C. Torras. Robotized plant
probing: Leaf segmentation utilizing time-of-flight data.
IEEE Robotics and Automation Magazine, 20(3): 50-59,
2013.
D. Bezmalinovic, I. Tolj and F. Barbir. Techno-economic
analysis of PEM fuel cells role in photovoltaic-based systems for the remote base stations. International Journal
of Hydrogen Energy, 38(1): 417-425, 2013.
O. Bohigas, Michael E. Henderson, L. Ros, M. Manubens
and J.M. Porta. Planning singularity-free paths on closedchain manipulators. IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 29(4):
888-898, 2013.
O. Bohigas, M. Manubens and L. Ros. A linear relaxation
method for computing workspace slices of the Stewart
platform. Journal of Mechanisms and Robotics, 5(1):
011005, 2013.
O. Bohigas, M. Manubens and L. Ros. Singularities of nonredundant manipulators: A short account and a method
for their computation in the planar case. Mechanism and
Machine Theory, 68: 1-17, 2013.

N. Rojas and F. Thomas. Application of distance geometry
to tracing coupler curves of pin-jointed linkages. Journal
of Mechanisms and Robotics, 5(2): 021001, 2013.

R. Koch, E. López, Núria J. Divins , M. Allué, A. Jossen, J.
Riera and J. Llorca. Ethanol catalytic membrane reformer
for direct PEM FC feeding. International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, 38(14): 5605-5615, 2013.

C. Rosales, J.M. Porta and L. Ros. Grasp optimization
under specific contact constraints. IEEE Transactions on
Robotics, 29(3): 746-757, 2013.

C. Kunusch, P.F. Puleston, M.Á. Mayosky and L. Fridman.
Experimental results applying second order sliding mode
control to a PEM fuel cell based system. Control Engineering Practice, 21(5): 719–726, 2013.
J.J. McAuley, A. Ramisa and T.S. Caetano. Optimization
of robust loss functions for weakly-labeled image taxonomies. International Journal of Computer Vision, 104(3):
343-361, 2013.
F. Moreno-Noguer and P. Fua. Stochastic exploration of
ambiguities for nonrigid shape recovery. IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence,
35(2): 463-475, 2013.
R.S. Muñoz-Aguilar, A. Dòria and P.F. Puleston. Direct
synchronous-asynchronous conversion system for hybrid
electrical vehicle applications. An energy-based modeling
approach. International Journal of Electrical Power and
Energy Systems, 47: 264-279, 2013.

M.V. Casillas, V. Puig, L.E. Garza and A. Rosich. Optimal
sensor placement for leak location in water distribution
networks using genetic algorithms. Sensors, 13(11):
14984-15005, 2013.

C. Ocampo-Martínez, V. Puig, G. Cembrano and J.
Quevedo. Application of predictive control strategies to
the management of complex networks in the urban water
cycle. IEEE Control Systems, 33(1): 15-41, 2013.

B. Dellen and C. Torras. Local stimulus disambiguation
with global motion filters predicts adaptive surround
modulation. Neural Networks, 46: 32-39, 2013.

J. Pascual, J. Romera, V. Puig, G. Cembrano, R. Creus
and M. Minoves. Operational predictive optimal control of
Barcelona water transport network. Control Engineering
Practice, 21(8): 1020-1034, 2013.

J. Díaz and C. Torras. Turing's algorithmic lens: From
computability to complexity theory. Arbor - Ciencia,
Pensamiento y Cultura, 189(764), 2013.
V. García, M. Serra, J. Llorca and J. Riera. Design of linear
controllers applied to an ethanol steam reformer for PEM
fuel cell applications. International Journal of Hydrogen
Energy, 38(18): 7640-7646, 2013.
J.M. Grosso, C. Ocampo-Martínez and V. Puig. Learningbased tuning of supervisory model predictive control for
drinking water networks. Engineering Applications of
Artificial Intelligence, 26(7): 1741-1750, 2013.
I. Huerta, A. Amato, F. Xavier Roca and J. Gonzàlez.
Exploiting multiple cues in motion segmentation based on
background subtraction. Neurocomputing, 100: 183-196,
2013.
L. Jaillet and J.M. Porta. Efficient asymptotically-optimal
path planning on manifolds. Robotics and Autonomous
Systems, 61(8): 797–807, 2013.
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P. Jiménez. Survey on assembly sequencing: A combinatorial and geometrical perspective. Journal of Intelligent
Manufacturing, 24(2): 235-250, 2013.

L. Jaillet and J.M. Porta. Path planning un der kinematic
constraints by rapidly exploring manifolds. IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 29(1): 105-117, 2013.

A. Penate-Sanchez, J. Andrade-Cetto and F. Moreno-Noguer. Exhaustive linearization for robust camera pose and
focal length estimation. IEEE Trans. on Pattern Analysis
and Machine Intelligence, 35(10): 2387-2400, 2013.

J. Romera, C. Ocampo-Martínez, V. Puig and J. Quevedo.
Flooding management using hybrid model predictive
control: Application to the Spanish Ebro River. Journal of
Hydroinformatics, 15(2): 366-380, 2013.
L. Rozo, P. Jiménez and C. Torras. A robot learning
from demonstration framework to perform force-based
manipulation tasks. Intelligent Service Robotics, 6(1):
33-51, 2013.
E. Todt and C. Torras. Outdoor view recognition based on
landmark grouping and logistic regression. International
Journal of Pattern Recognition and Artificial Intelligence,
27(3): 1-21, 2013.
R. Valencia, M. Morta, J. Andrade-Cetto and J.M. Porta.
Planning reliable paths with Pose SLAM. IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 29(4): 1050-1059, 2013.

O. Bohigas, D. Zlatanov, L. Ros, M. Manubens and J.M.
Porta. A general method for the numerical computation
of manipulator singularity sets. IEEE Transactions on
Robotics, 30(2): 340-351, 2014.

of an outdoor distributed camera network with a 3D point
cloud. Sensors, 14(8): 13708-13729, 2014.

open-cathode proton exchange membrane fuel cell system.
Journal of Power Sources, 248: 474–482, 2014.

Y. Bolea, V. Puig and J. Blesa. Gain-scheduled Smith
predictor PID-based LPV controller for open-flow canal
control. IEEE Transactions on Control Systems Technology, 22(2): 468-477, 2014.

R. Pérez, G. Sanz, V. Puig, J. Quevedo, M. Cugueró, F.
Nejjari, J. Meseguer, G. Cembrano, J.M. Mirats and R.
Sarrate. Leak localization in water networks: A modelbased methodology using pressure sensors applied to a
real network in Barcelona. IEEE Control Systems, 34(4):
24-36, 2014.

C. Sun, V. Puig and G. Cembrano. Temporal multi-level
coordination techniques oriented to regional water networks: Application to the Catalunya case study. Journal of
Hydroinformatics, 16(4): 952-970, 2014.

Y. Bolea, V. Puig and J. Blesa. Linear parameter varying
modelling and identification for real-time control of
open-flow irrigation canals. Environmental Modelling &
Software, 53: 87-97, 2014.

J.M. Porta, L. Ros, O. Bohigas, M. Manubens, C. Rosales
and L. Jaillet. The CUIK suite: Analyzing the motion closedchain multibody systems. IEEE Robotics and Automation
Magazine, 21(3): 105-114, 2014.

J. Borràs Sol, F. Thomas and C. Torras. New geometric
approaches to the analysis and design of Stewart-Gough
platforms. IEEE/ASME Transactions on Mechatronics,
19(2): 445-455, 2014.

J. Quevedo, H. Chen, H., M.À. Cugueró, P. Tino, V. Puig, D.
García, R. Sarrate, X. Yao, Combining learning in model
space fault diagnosis with data validation/reconstruction:
Application to the Barcelona water network, Engineering
Applications of Artificial Intelligence, 30: 18-29, 2014.

M.V. Casillas, L.E. Garza and V. Puig. Model-based leak
detection and location in water distribution networks
considering an extended-horizon analysis of pressure
sensitivities. Journal of Hydroinformatics, 16(3): 649-670,
2014.

A. Ramisa, G. Alenyà, F. Moreno-Noguer and C. Torras.
Learning RGB-D descriptors of garment parts for informed
robot grasping. Engineering Applications of Artificial
Intelligence, 35: 246-258, 2014.

F. Thomas. Approaching dual quaternions from matrix algebra. IEEE Trans. on Robotics, 30(5): 1037-1048, 2014.
C. Torras. Social robots: A meeting point between science
and fiction. Mètode Science Studies Journal, 82, 2014.
S. Tornil, C. Ocampo-Martínez, V. Puig and T. Escobet.
Robust fault diagnosis of non-linear systems using interval
constraint satisfaction and analytical redundancy relations.
IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man and Cybernetics:
Systems, 44(1): 18-29, 2014.
F. Xu, V. Puig, C. Ocampo-Martínez, F. Stoican and S.
Olaru. Actuator-fault detection and isolation based on settheoretic approaches. Journal of Process Control, 24(6):
947-956, 2014.

BOOK CHAPTERS

G. Ferrer and A. Sanfeliu. Bayesian human motion
intentionality prediction in urban environments. Pattern
Recognition Letters, 44: 134-140, 2014.

D. Rotondo, F. Nejjari, V. Puig. A virtual actuator and sensor
approach for fault tolerant control of LPV Systems
Journal of Process Control, 24 (3): 203-222, 2014.

A. Agostini, C. Torras and F. Wörgötter. Learning weakly
correlated cause-effects for gardening with a cognitive
system. Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelligence, 36: 178–194, 2014.

J.M. Grosso, C. Ocampo-Martínez, V. Puig and B. Joseph.
Chance-constrained model predictive control for drinking
water networks. Journal of Process Control, 24(5): 504516, 2014.

M.L. Sarmiento-Carnevali, M. Serra and C. Batlle. Distributed
parameter model simulation tool for PEM fuel cells. Intern.
Journal of Hydrogen Energy, 39(8): 4044–4052, 2014.

F. Ballesté and C. Torras. Effects of human-machine
integration on the construction of identity. In Handbook
of Research on Technoself: Identity in a Technological
Society, 574-591. IGI Global, 2013.

G. Alenyà, S. Foix and C. Torras. ToF cameras for active
vision in robotics. Sensors and Actuators A: Physical, 218:
10-22, 2014.

F. Husain, B. Dellen and C. Torras. Robust surface tracking
in range image sequences. Digital Signal Processing, 35:
37-44, 2014.

A. Sanfeliu, Y. Bolea and A. Grau. How to Integrate
Sustainability in Technological Degrees: Robotics at UPC.
International Journal of Social, Management, Economics
and Business Engineering, 8(9): 2778-2783, 2014.

G. Ferrer, A. Garrell Zulueta, M. Villamizar, I. Huerta and
A. Sanfeliu. Robot interactive learning through human
assistance. In Multimodal Interaction in Image and Video
Applications, 185-203. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2013.

G. Alenyà, S. Foix and C. Torras. Using ToF and RGBD
cameras for 3D robot perception and manipulation in
human environments. Intelligent Service Robotics, 7(4):
211-220, 2014.

B. Joseph, M.N. Jung, C. Ocampo-Martínez, S. Sager and
G. Cembrano. Minimization of sewage network overflow.
Water Resources Management, 28(1): 41-63, 2014.

R. Sarrate, J. Blesa, F. Nejjari and J. Quevedo. Sensor placement for leak detection and location in water distribution
networks. Water Science & Technology: Water Supply,
14(5): 795–803, 2014.

2014

2014

J.M. Porta and L. Jaillet. Exploring the energy landscapes
of flexible molecular loops using higher-dimensional
continuation. Journal of Computational Chemistry, 34(3):
234-244, 2013.

F. Barreras, A. Lozano, V. Roda, J. Barroso and J. Martín.
Optimal design and operational tests of a high-temperature PEM fuel cell for a combined heat and power
unit. International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, 39(10):
5388–5398, 2014.

V. Puig and J. Blesa. Limnimeter and rain gauge FDI in
sewer networks using an interval parity equations based
detection approach and an enhanced isolation scheme.
Control Engineering Practice, 21(2): 146-170, 2013.

D. Bezmalinovic, S. Strahl, V. Roda and A.P. Husar. Water
transport study in high temperature proton exchange
membrane fuel cell stack. International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, 39(20): 10627–10640, 2014

V. Puig, S. Montes and J. Blesa. Adaptive threshold
generation in robust fault detection using interval models:
Time-domain and frequency-domain approaches. Int.J. of
Adaptive Control and Signal Processing, 27(10): 873-901,
2013.

F. Bianchi, C. Kunusch, C. Ocampo-Martínez and R.
Sánchez-Peña. A gain-scheduled LPV control for oxygen
stoichiometry regulation in PEM fuel cell systems. IEEE
Transactions on Control Systems Technology, 22(5):
1837-1844, 2014.

N. Rojas and F. Thomas. The univariate closure conditions
of all fully-parallel planar robots derived from a single
polynomial. IEEE Transactions on Robotics, 29(3): 758765, 2013.

J. Blesa, D. Rotondo, V. Puig and F. Nejjari. FDI and FTC of
wind turbines using the interval observer approach and
virtual actuators/sensors. Control Engineering Practice,
24(2014): 138-155, 2014.

B. Joseph, C. Ocampo-Martínez and G. Cembrano. Hybrid
modeling and receding horizon control of sewer networks.
Water Resources Research, 50(11): 8497-8514, 2014.
W. Kazmi, S. Foix, G. Alenyà and H.J. Andersen. Indoor and
outdoor depth imaging of leaves with time-of-flight and
stereo vision sensors: Analysis and comparison. ISPRS
Journal of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, 88:
128-146, 2014.
D. Limón, M. Pereira, D. Muñoz de la Peña, T. Álamo and
J.M. Grosso. Single-layer economic model predictive
control for periodic operation. Journal of Process Control,
24(8): 1207-1224, 2014.
J. Meseguer, J.M. Mirats, G. Cembrano, V. Puig, J. Quevedo, R. Pérez, G. Sanz and D. Ibarra. A decision support
system for on-line leakage localization. Environmental
Modelling & Software, 60: 331-345, 2014.
A.A. Ortega, M. Silva, E.H. Teniente, R. Ferreira, A.J. Bernardino Malheiro, J. Gaspar and J. Andrade-Cetto. Calibration

E. Simo-Serra and A. Perez-Gracia. Kinematic synthesis
using tree topologies. Mechanism and Machine Theory, 72:
94-113, 2014.
S. Strahl, N. Gasamans, J. Llorca and A.P. Husar. Experimental analysis of a degraded open-cathode PEM fuel cell
stack. International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, 39(10):
5378–5387, 2014.
S. Strahl, A.P. Husar and A.A. Franco. Electrode structure
effects on the performance of open-cathode proton
exchange membrane fuel cells: A multiscale modeling approach. International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, 39(18):
9752-9767, 2014.
S. Strahl, A.P. Husar, P.F. Puleston and J. Riera. Performance
improvement by temperature control of an open-cathode
PEM fuel cell system. Fuel Cells, 14(6): 466-478, 2014.
S. Strahl, A.P. Husar and J. Riera. Experimental study of hydrogen purge effects on performance and efficiency of an

2013

A. Amato, I. Huerta, M. Mozerov, F. Xavier Roca and J. Gonzàlez. Moving cast shadows detection methods for video
surveillance applications. In Wide Area Surveillance: Realtime Motion Detection Systems, 23-47. Springer, 2014.
C. Ocampo-Martínez, V. Puig, J.M. Grosso and S. Montes.
Multi-layer decentralized MPC of large-scale networked
systems. In Distributed Model Predictive Control Made
Easy, 495-515. Springer, 2014.

CONFERENCES
2013

F. Bianchi, C. Kunusch, C. Ocampo-Martínez and R. Sánchez Peña. On the implementation of gain-scheduled LPV
control for oxygen stoichiometry regulation in PEM fuel
cells, 52nd Conference on Decision and Control, 2013,
Florence, pp. 990-995.
A. Colomé, G. Alenyà and C. Torras. Handling high parameter dimensionality in reinforcement learning with dynamic
motor primitives, 2013 ICRA Workshop on Novel Methods
for Learning and Optimization of Control Policies and
Trajectories for Robotics, 2013, Karlsruhe, Germany.
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A. Colomé, D. Pardo, G. Alenyà and C. Torras. External
force estimation during compliant robot manipulation ,
2013 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and
Automation, 2013, Karlsruhe, pp. 3535-3540
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4. EDUCATION
We are committed to excellence in higher scientific
education, through the mentoring of undergraduate, masters and PhD students. Our teaching
activity is varied and active. Proof of this, is that the
number of PhD students and PhD theses defended has increased significantly in the last years.
Furthermore, we also support students who work in
their master theses and "final year projects".
This period we highlight that three of our students
were recognized with the first, second, and third
place prizes for the "2013 Best PhD Tesis in Robotics", awarded by the Spanish Committee on
Automation (CEA) of the International Federation
on Automatic Control (IFAC).
TEACHING ACTIVITIES
UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES:
Our faculty teaches undergraduate courses at UPC in:
- Industrial Engineering (ETSEIB, ETSEIAT)
- Informatics Engineering (FIB)
- Mathematics and Statistics (FME)
- Industrial and Aeronautic Engineering (EIEAT)
- Industrial Electronics and Automatic Control Eng. (EET)

STUDENT SUPERVISION IN 2013/2014
PhD THESES
Oriol Bohigas, "Numerical
computation and avoidance of
manipulator singularities"
Best 2013 PhD Thesis
in Robotics in Spain*

Anaís Garrell, "Cooperative
social robots Accompanying
guiding-interacting with people"
Best 2013 PhD Thesis
in Robotics in Spain -Accessit-*

Carlos Rosales, "Grasp
Planning under Task-specific
Contact Constraints"
Best 2013 PhD Thesis
in Robotics in Spain -Accessit-*

Rosa M. Fernández Cantí, "A
bayesian approach to robust
identification. Application to
fault detection"
Rafael Valencia, "Simultaneous
localization and mapping for
mobile robots in urban settings"

Leonel Rozo, "Robot learning
from demonstration of forcebased manipulation tasks"
Stefan Ulbrich, "Sensorimotor
learning for an artificial body
schema on humanoid robots"
Jorge Isaac Vento Maldonado,
"Methodologies for hybrid systems diagnosis based on the
hybrid automaton framework"

HUMANOID LAB INITIATIVE
The Institute hosts the Humanoid Lab, an initiative
addressed to undergraduate students interested in
learning basic concepts of robotics. Its goal is to
introduce engineering and mathematics students
to the robotics world.
Humanoid Lab members develop small projects
and participate at humanoid robot competitions.

Bernat Joseph, "Hybrid modelling and receding horizon
control of combined sewer
networks"
Stephan Strahl, "Experimental
and Model-based Analysis for
Performance and Durability Improvement of PEM Fuel Cells"
Feng Xu, "Diagnosis and
Fault-tolerant Control using Setbased Methods"

* Awarded by Spanish Committee of Automation-CEA from IFAC

MASTER STUDIES:
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Our postgraduate teaching activities at UPC are included in:
- Master in Automatics and Robotics
- Master in Artificial Intelligence
- Master in Applied Mathematics
- Master in Engineering of Automatic Syst. and Power Electr.
- Master in Industrial Engineering
- Master in Chemical Engineering

MASTER THESES
UNDERGRADUATE
/ LAST YEAR PROJECTS
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5. TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROJECTS IN 2013-2014
Basic and applied research developed at the
Institute is at the core of the methodologies and
knowledge transferred to our diverse range of
industrial partners. This transferred technology
forms into new processes, applications, services
and developed products.
In order to cover this important demand the
Institute has support facilities that not only allow
developing prototypes and applications for the
industry but also motivate the applied research,
that opens new collaborations and agreements in
other sectors. These facilities include the Perception and Manipulation Lab, the Kinematics and
Robot Design Lab, the Mobile Robotics Lab, the
Barcelona Robot Lab, the Fuel Cell Control Lab,
and the Water-Cycle Control Systems Lab. All
these labs offer their services to the surrounding
industrial community as well as to the academic
community.

IRI-CETAQUA

SICOSOL

Water resources management
see page 42

AutomaticTV

Algorithms for automatic
audiovisual production

RECYCLEARN

Solar energy systems
see page 18

RCT1201

SITEL

Control of urban drainage systems
see page 35

Developing technology to automatize
the waste recycling process
see page 35

Energy management
see page 42

see page 42

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER IN 2013/2014
Tech. Transfer projects
under development
thousand Euros
obtained
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consulting

Industrial and technical advice to
companies to help them develop
new products and services

INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS
In the period 2013-2014, the Institute delivered
technology solutions on energy routing software for the company SITEL, and for the optimal
positioning of movable solar cell systems for the
company Rawlemon.
Together with Agbar, CLABSA, and other groups
at UPC, through Cetaqua, we promote and develop innovative solutions for management of the
integral water cycle.
Our researchers also collaborated with the SME
Sadako Technologies in the creation of a novel
computer vision solution for the autonomous
recovery of PET plastic water in recycling plants
wirth the aid of a robotic arm.
Moreover, we are developing computer vision
algorithms for the autonomous calibration of
multiple camera systems and image registration,
and integrating them in the production software
of audiovisual content in sports events for the
company Mediapro.
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turnkey projects

Develop and deliver ready-to-use
project solutions to its costumers

Energy Systems

services
for the
industry

Water Cycle Management

hw projects

Computer Vision

Design and rapid prototyping
of hardware devices to address
specific needs proposed by our
industrial partners

sw development

Development of algorithms and
software applications tailored
to industrial needs

basic &
advanced training

The Institute organizes seminaries
and provides training on all subjects
in which we specialize
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6. OUTREACH
At IRI, we think that it is good to involve all our
members in informative activities that attempt to
bring our science to all audiences. For this reason,
our staff participates frequently in many events
such as seminars, workshops, talks, exhibitions
and competitions.
OUTREACH ACTIVITIES IN 2013/2014
> Setmana de la Ciència (2013, 2014)
> European Robotics Week (2013, 2014)
> Festa de la Ciència (2013, 2014)
> Barcelona Robotics Meeting (2013, 2014)
> Smart City Expo World Congress (2013, 2014)
> CEABOT (2013-Terrassa, 2014-València)
> Ciencia en Acción, CosmoCaixa (2014)
> Salón Internacional de la Logística (2013)
> Numerous guided visits to IRI
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SOCIAL NETWORKS

MEDIA APPEARANCES

In order to better reach the society with today's
technology, we have decided to become part of
social networks. Starting in 2011, we mantain
Twitter and Facebook accounts as well as a Youtube channel.

During the years 2013 and 2014, the presence of
IRI in the media has been remarkable, appearing in
several newspapers and television and radio programs. This increases the visibility of our research
activities by a general audience.

We use our Twitter account to publish our job
offers, to inform about the celebration of our
research seminars, and to announce all the
international visitants we receive. We also inform
about our attendance to different outreach events.
Our Facebook account is used to publish images
and answer questions and comments from many
users. Youtube is mainly used by our researchers,
to share videos of their demostrations and work.

NEWS

newspapers and magazines
mentioned IRI in 2013-2014
El País, El Mundo, La Vanguardia, ARA, El Periódico, ....

television programmes
mentioned IRI or interviewed
IRI members in 2013-2014
TVE1, TV3, Canal33, BTV, ...

@IRI_robotics
facebook.com/institutderobotica

radio programmes
mentioned IRI or interviewed
IRI members in 2013-2014

CatalunyaRàdio, RAC1, Ràdio4,...

youtube.com/institutderobotica
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7. FUNDING
Funding sources of our center are diverse. CSIC
and UPC finance salaries of permanent staff belonging to these institutions. In addition, CSIC and
UPC also make contributions for general operating
expenses of the institute.
Our scientific personnel is committed to excelence
in research, and that is why half of our budget is
obtained through competitive calls for projects
and personnel programmes, as well as technology
transfer contracts. This self-funding percentage
close to 50% is a high figure for a public research
institute.

INSTITUTE'S
BUDGET
17,7%

15%

9%

19,6%

Competitive Personnel Programs
Project and Contracts Funds

3,7%

39,4%

CSIC General Budget

35,1%

32%

29%

UPC General Budget

YEAR 2013

YEAR 2014

INSTITUTE'S
EXPENSES
3,4%

3,4% 2,6%
2,2%

0,9%

6,3%

3,2%

Personnel

7,5%

3,1%

General running expenses
Other project related expenses
Overheads
82,4%

YEAR 2013
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84,9%

Infrastructure

YEAR 2014
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PHOTO CREDITS
(PAGES):
2

Ball and plate system with a Stewart platform of the
Kinematics and Robot Design Laboratory.

4

Our director Juan Andrade.

6

Kinton quadrotor in an ARCAS experiment. From left
to right: Àngel Santamaria, Adrián Amor and Michael
Villamizar.

10

Fuel cell.

12

Ubuntu terminal at the Perception and Manipulation
Laboratory.

14

A Hexaglide parallel robot, actuated through sliding
anchor points.

15 (from left to right)

Kinematics and Robot Design Group:
Alejandro Rajoy, Patrick Grosch, Aleix Rull, Josep Maria
Porta, Federico Thomas, Vicente Ruiz de Angulo, Enric
Celaya, Arnaud Declety, Mathieu Vermont and Lluís Ros.

17

A parallel cable-driven hexapod for six-dimensional
manipulation.

19

23

Àngel Santamaria with the quadrotor Kinton.

27

SQRΠ robot grasping cloth.

28

Demo at the Perception and Manipulation Laboratory
with an arm grasping cutlery.

29 (from left to right)

Perception and Manipulation Group:
(Front line) Enric Corona, Farzad Husain, David Martínez,
Alberto Ezquerro and Toni Gabás
(Second line) Aleksandar Jevtić, Pablo Jiménez, Arnau
Ramisa, Estirabot arm, Carme Torras, Agustín mannequin, Guillem Alenyà and Francesc Moreno
(Third Line) Ricardo Téllez, Antoni Planells, Sergi Foix,
Adrià Colomé, Edgar Simó and Eduard Trulls.

31

Carme Torras in the Perception and Manipulation Lab
with Sergi Foix and Adrià Colomé (Photo by Pere Virgili).

33

Attila Husar and Cristian Kunusch with a segway powered by fuel cells (work by Eduard Castañeda and Enric
Asunció).

44
Cargo- ANTs project.

46
Teo robot box.

48, 55
Several papers form IRI researchers.

56
Blackboard at IRI Small Meeting Room.

35 (from top to bottom)

(1) Seminar by Joan Vallvé.
(2) "Darth Vader"-style robot to compete at CEABOT
2014.

(1) Visual perception applications on non-rigid registration
of 2D images.
(2) Visual perception applications on neuronal structures
(3) Visual perception applications on automatic cloth
segmentation.

20

37(from left to right)

Mobile Robotics Group:
(Front line) Dabo, Teo and Tibi.
(Second line) Joan Solà, Joan Vallvé, Àngel Santamaria,
Andreu Corominas, Juan Andrade, Alberto Sanfeliu, René
Alquézar, Anaís Garrell and Ana Puig-Pey.
(Third line) Adrián Amor, Faust Terrado, Víctor Vaquero,
Fernando Herrero, Adrián Peñate, Alex Goldhoorn and
Eduardo Ruiz.
(Fourth Line) Ely Repiso, Gonzalo Ferrer and Michael
Villamizar.

43

57 (from top to bottom)

36

25 (from left to right)

- Sewer network modeling by means of interconnected
virtual tanks.
- Representative portion of the sewer network of
Barcelona.

WAM Manipulator grasping an IRI t-shirt.

A Stewart-Gough platform, actuated through variable leg
lengths.

Tibi and Dabo robots (photo by barcelona.cat).

41 (from top to bottom)

Fuel Cell Control Laboratory.

Automatic Control Group:
(Front line) Víctor Domínguez, Vicente Roda, Carlos
Ocampo, Maria Serra, Julio Alberto Luna, Bernat Joseph,
Gabriela Cembrano, Mireya Muñoz, Vicenç Puig, Julián
Barreiro, Congcong Sun.
(Second Line) Gaia D'Elia, Jordi Riera, Miguel Allué,
Attila Husar, Juan Manuel Grosso, Joaquim Blesa, Tom
Creemers, Maite Urrea and Luis Antonio García.

38

Xavier Corbella at the Fuel Cell Control Laboratory.

58
Screenshot of SITEL Project.

59 (from left to right and top to bottom)
(1) IRI-CETAQUA.
(2) Photo by Valentina_A: https://www.flickr.com/photos/tearsandrain/2073314781/ (CC BY-NC-SA 2.0).
(3) Recyclearn.
(4) Automatic TV.
(5) RCT1201.
(6) Photo by berlyjen: https://www.flickr.com/photos/
berlyjen/6610206481/ (CC BY-NC 2.0).

63 (from left to right and top to bottom)

(1) Guillem Llovera rehearsing with a humanoid for CEABOT
2014 competition -September 2014-.
(2) Visit of the school "Riera de Ribes" -April 2014-.
(3) Visit of Portuguese students -November 2014-.
(4) Robotized car going to Smart City Expo World Congress
-November 2014-.
(5) Sergi Hernández and Fernando Herrero at IRI stand in
Ciencia en Acción 2014 -October 2014-.
(6) Tibi robot with kids at Festa de la Ciència 2013 -June 2013-.
(7) Sergi Foix in a "Setmana de la Ciència" visit of school Margalló of Castelldefels -November 2014-.
(8) Visit of school Margalló of Castelldefels at Setmana de la
Ciència 2014 -November 2014-.
(9) Visit of school Margalló of Castelldefels at Setmana de la
Ciència 2014 -November 2014-.
(10) Sergi Hernández and Fernando Herrero with the robotized
Car at SIL 2013 -June 2013-.
(11) Maria Serra, Vicente Roda and Attila Husar with a visit of
school FEDAC Horta -May 2014-.
(12) Tibi robot with kids at Ciencia en Acción 2014 -October
2014-.

65 (from top to bottom and left to right)

(1) Anaís Garrell being interviewed by L'Informatiu TVE -April
2014-.
(2) Martí Morta being interviewed for an Italian Documentary
-July 2013-.
(3) Fernando Herrero being interviewed at Smart Cities
World Expo 2013 -November 2013-.
(4) Andreu Corominas being interviewed for the Program Lab24
of TVE -May 2014-.
(5) Aleix Rull Corominas being interviewed for the Program
Lab24 of TVE -May 2014.
(6) Jordi Riera being interviewed for the Program Lab24 of TVE
-May 2014-.
(7) Carme Torras being interviewed for the Program Lab24 of
TVE -May 2014-.

69 (from left to rigth)

Toni Gabás, SQRΠ robot and Aleix Rull.

62
Aleix Rull showing the Humanoid Lab robots to kids at
Festa de la Ciència 2013 (June 2013).

39

Congcong Sun and Bernat Joseph preparing a presentation.
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